Instructions on
Reapplication for Scholarship Recipients

As it is stated in Asian/American Center’s Scholarship brochure, scholarship recipients can continue receiving scholarships to support them until their graduation. However, you must take the time to follow a simple procedure to re-apply.

**Procedure to follow:**

1. Fill in *Scholarship Recipients Reapplication Form*

2. Obtain 1 new recommendation letter from a professor. (The recommendation letters for your previous applications are not valid this year)

3. Email the complete package (The completed Scholarship Recipients Reapplication Form, your unofficial transcript, and your professor’s recommendation) to *qc.aac@qc.cuny.edu* with the subject title: **Scholarship Recipients Reapplication 2020**

4. **The deadline is March 1, 2020**

Checklist for submission:

- [ ] *Scholarship Recipients Reapplication Form* to QC.AAC@qc.cuny.edu

- [ ] Unofficial Transcript from Cunyfirst

- [ ] Recommendation Letter from a Professor

- [ ] Send complete complication to QC.AAC@qc.cuny.edu